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Letter From the Editor...
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Greetings,

Jacob Schwartz didn’t write anything for this week’s edition. Especially shameful, considering this is our first 
edition of the semester. I don’t know…but if he keeps slacking on articles I’m just going to kick him off the 
E-board. There’s a quota you have to reach to be an E-board member. That’s true—it’s in our club’s charter. Not
to disparage him or anything, but he has to know that we set expectations for our writers and ranking mem-
bers alike.

In other news, we will now have CROSSWORD PUZZLES in every edition. Yeah, and none of that dumb-ass 
DiscoveryKids bullshit, either. What with the random floating tiles in white space with no real puzzle element 
whatsoever. What is that? It may have passed in grade school, but no longer. I mean the real deal, like the stuff 
you’d see in The New York Times. So we don’t fuck around. Enjoy!
Back to Jake for a second. And I don’t mean to belabor anything, but I mean come on! He’s a good writer—we 
need him to supply content not just when he wants, but always. He became Secretary not on a whim, but 
because he showed dedication to his craft and the club. You can’t just shirk responsibility once you’re on the 
E-board. I’m sorry, I’ll move on.

So, yeah. Crossword puzzles, lots of news…what else….what else? Horoscopes as always. Particularly good this 
week.

Whatever, I can’t really focus. I’m still pretty peeved about Jake’s shenanigans. Just read the paper, but keep in 
mind you won’t find anything from Jake.

Best as always,

George Lubitz

Editor-in-Chief 
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MECHANICVILLE, NY—As local resident Dale Rickard 
passed by a small group of anti-Trump protesters in his 
pickup this past week, he leaned out the window to scream 
“he’s our president now, get used to it! Ya buncha snow-
flakes,” woefully forgetful of the fact that just a few years 
earlier Mr. Rickard literally protested in a McDonald’s 
when he learned the McRib was no longer on the menu. 
“They need to accept change. We’ve had Obama screw us 
over for the past eight years. It’s real America’s turn now,” 
Mr. Rickard told this reporter, leaving out the important 
detail that he had at one point demanded to see a manager 
at his local McDonalds and then shrieked, “This is America 
and I demand a McRib!” with tears reportedly welling up 
in his eyes.

“I just don’t get why these liberals are out here protesting 
Trump. He’s already president; what do they think this 
belly aching is going to do? Bring NO-bama back? Not gon-
na happen,” Mr. Rickard continued, who seemed to com-
pletely forget the terribly embarrassing scene he caused 
at McDonald’s store number 1152, where he yanked a chair 
into the center of the restaurant, sat down, and announced 
to the scared employees and gawking customers that he 
would not be leaving until he had a McRib in his possession. 
He then was reported to have harassed passing-by families 
by asking them to join his resistance but spat at them when 
they ignored his invitation to join in protest. 
“Trump is going to make America great again!” Mr. Rick-
ard concluded, which was awfully reminiscent of the time 
he bellowed “You are ruining America!” to hard-working 
employees over the fact that food item was no longer being 
offered. 

“He’s President Now, Get Used To It,” 
Says Man Who Threw A Fit When Mc-
Donald’s Stopped Serving McRib. 
by George Lubitz

Campus Safety Hesitant About Giving 
Student Fragrance Beads 
by Nick Papazian
 This Tuesday was the fire safety exchange day.  This is a 
day where students can turn in extension cords, candles, 
and other fire hazards to the campus safety office, where 
they will be rewarded with either a surge protector or 
fragrance beads to replace their hazardous items.  Nor-
mally, this goes off without a hitch, but this year campo 
expressed concern about a certain exchange.  

“I don’t know what the big deal is,” Ken Damon, the owner 
of the flamethrower, told Skidmo’.  “I know it’s a fire 
hazard and I just want some goddamn fragrance beads.  I 
don’t even think this thing is loaded.”  He pulled the trig-
gers to show me, and a 40 foot flame was hurled into the 
woods behind his apartment.  “Well, now it is isn’t.”  He 
sighed and added, “It’s frustrating: you try to play by the 
rules and give your flamethrower over to campus safety 
and they won’t even give you fragrance beads for being so 
honest and upstanding and you steal your grandfather’s 
old army flamethrower from the shed behind your house 
so you have something to exchange for more fragrance 
beads.”

When we asked Ken why he was so fixated on the issue, 
he replied, “because I love fragrance beads, and this is 
the only way I can get them.  I don’t know where to buy 
fragrance beads.  When I ask people, they just laugh at me.  
I need fragrance beads.  Sometimes, I put them in a large 
ziplock bag and then put my head in the bag and just stay 
there for awhile.  I also wash myself with them.  This is the 
only time that I can get fragrance beads, so I brought in a 
bigger and more valuable fire hazard to get more beads.  I 
need them.” 

Many campus safety officers refused to talk about th 
event, but eventually one campus safety officer agreed to 
talk to Skidmo' about the problem.

“We’re just not sure if we should give this student extra 
fragrance beads in exchange for his M2 flamethrower,” 
said the officer, who wished to remain anonymous.  “We 
feel that might be rewarding bad behavior.”

UPDATE: Since these interviews have taken place, fire-
fighters have initiated efforts to slow the advance of the 
North Woods forest fire, and campus safety has hastily 
agreed to give Ken all of their fragrance beads in exchange 
for his flamethrower, after an argument between the stu-
dent and campus safety “got heated”. 

At 57, Professor Grey of the Sociology department found 
himself divorced, infertile and incontinent. Rejected by all 
of his juvenile relatives, Grey tells the Skidmo’ Daily he de-
cided to allow his students to call him “Daddy.” An expert 
in human relationships, Grey rejects the idea of biological 
parentage. “Paternity is a social construct” He states “What 
even is DNA?”
Grey swears his new pseudonym isn’t sexual, “Although 
that is an added bonus” He winks
Following his announcement Professor Grey was confront-
ed by various members of the community including the ad-
ministration and Skidmore Editorial who claimed his new 
policy was “wildly inappropriate”. Glotzbach was particu-
larly disturbed stating that Grey had crossed the line when 
he claimed such a title. “Who does he think he is? I’m Dad”
As of yet, no students have come forward to admit they call 
Professor Grey, “Daddy”. 
However, it is rumored that one French International stu-
dent called him by his preferred name until he was briefed 
by other students as to what it meant. Despite several 
warnings Professor Grey continues to embrace the role of 
“pseudo dad” with arms wide open. Literally. 

Professor Doesn’t Mind When Students 
Call Him Daddy
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Skidmo’ Horoscope #12ish

Aquarius:
Your time is OVER! You hear me? Done. Pack 
your shit and get the f*ck out. Don't censor me 
you f*cking assh*le. They need to hear this sh*t. 
R*ally? Tha* one wasn*t even profanity. *ll-
right, this is g*tting ridiculous. Y*u cen*ored 
a comma. **** *** *** ******** ****** dick. 

Pices:
These Pices are so low we're practically giving 
them away! Come on down! These won't last long 
with Pices this low! I can hardly believe my eyes at 
how low they are! Borderline suicidal.

Aries: 
Never trust a man with less than seven fingers. 
Seven is fine, six is too low.

Taurus:
You're on top of your game! Ford's sign of the year 
for the ninth consecutive year. Unheard of! Once 
again, Tom Ford has named his own sign as the 
sign of the year. Good for you! If you keep this kind 
of traction you can go anywhere.

Gemini:
Does anyone else think "California" on Childish 
Gambino's new album is a dud? The rest of the 
album is great; I just can't bring myself to enjoy 
that one. His voice is too weird. Anyway, Gemini, 
just like don't kill anyone, or do. I really don't care. 
I guess just don't get caught. Good luck with your 
murder!

Cancer:
You're hanging in there! Great job! No one gave 
you a bear’s shot in hell. You should get your af-
fairs in order though, just in case. Just saying.

Leo:
The stars are in alignment! Your sign is extremely 
in touch with the universe this week. Connections 
will start to surface that you never thought possi-
ble; your words will come out effortlessly, you will 
see the guy you like at Dhall, you will realize 9/11 
was an inside job.

Virgo:
The world is danger today. Don’t go outside.

Libra:
Please subscribe to Skidmo' Gold to gain access to 
Libra's horoscope.

Scorpio:
Did you know Scorpio is an anagram for Crpoois? 
Well get ready for your fair share of it. Crpoois is all 
around you! This is your month to shine so bright 
that your roommate can’t sleep and misses his 
Calculus test tomorrow.

Sagittarius:
Look at you. You sexy bastard. Ugh. Amazing. I re-
ally don't even need to write this, you're prefect. 
You know what? You should be writing these. You 
ingenious Greek god. This one is a little played
 out, right? "Oh, its so funny, the guy writing it is a 
Sagittarius. Ha." Well fuck you, this isn't easy. Deal 
with it.

Capricorn:
Struggle is a part of life, but you know that. 
Struggle is where you thrive. You're always turn-
ing round and round but you always seem to do 
exactly what you need to. When the heat is on, 
you're at your best. It builds and builds until POP! 
Every kernel in you explodes into what it was al-
ways meant to be.

Welcome to the new and improved Skidmo' Horoscope! 
We innovated and evolved to fit into the ever increas-
ing market. Don't worry though, we're keeping all your 
favorite signs! We got Aquarius, Libra, others! Now sit 
back, relax, and waste your precious time.
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Skidmore Female Re-reg-
isters as Republican to 
Prove She Is Not Like 
Other Girls
by Lizette Roman-Johnston

When Kelly Ulrich began her first 
year at Skidmore, she expected to 
perpetuate the reputation she devel-
oped in high school. In a sea of salm-
on shorts and Hunter boots, Kelly 
marched to the beat of her own drum, 
and everybody knew it. She wore 
beanies instead of Lululemon head-
bands, because they don’t sell Lulu-
lemon at thrift shops. Sure, the lice is 
a pain, but three bucks for a beanie? 
What a bargain! 

Once Kelly went to college, however, 
she felt less alone. It was a horrible re-
alization. Boys and girls wore Birken-
stocks through the seasons. Ugly 
sweaters were ugly no more. There 
were zero football jocks! Instead of 
sticking out like a sore thumb, she fit 
in like a healthy finger. 

Scrolling through her Facebook feed, 
skimming through countless political 
rants, Kelly realized what she needed 
to do. The backlash against Trump’s 
presidency flooded her timeline, as 
all her Skidmore Facebook friends 
are democrats. She told The Skid-
mo’Daily, “I saw all these girls posting 
anti-Trump statuses and getting three 
hundred or so likes. Is that all it takes 
to get recognition these days? Being a 
democrat? Sounds too easy.” 

Refusing to lose her uniqueness to 
politics, Kelly went online and printed 
some forms. Remembering what her 
dad always told her about being a spe-
cial snowflake, the first-year checked 
the box for Republican. Before sealing 
the envelope, Kelly took a picture of 
the form and posted it to Facebook 
with the caption “I took the road less 
traveled by, and that has made all the 
difference.”

ROUNDS HALL—While the Fire Safety Exchange Program was originally de-
signed to offer students the chance to surrender prohibited items without pe-
nalization, no questions asked, one Skidmore student saw the event as a prime 
opportunity to walk in with an extension cord and walk out with a brand new 
hot plate. 

A la the classic “Chain of Deals” television trope, Freshman Tim Esposito real-
ized that he could start off with a modest piece of wire and, through bartering, 
trade his way up to a tabletop burner. 

Tim was reported to talk-up the necessity and versatility of his gray Belkin-brand 
extension cord to a nearby student in possession of a half-used Yankee Candle. 
Impressed with his pitch, the once-candle owner traded Tim for his cord and he 
moved on to the next unsuspecting sap.

“After that, they were like putty in my hands. I found this one kid with a killer 
halogen desk lamp and I told him that my candle could do all the work of his 
lamp, and then some. He was a little dubious at first, but after I pretended like I 
didn’t even want the thing anymore, he came running back.” 

The student in question reportedly also threw in a canister of Zippo lighter fluid 
to sweeten the deal, as per the effects of the psychological game of capitalism 
Tim was playing.

“Next,” continued Tim, “I found a girl with a rice cooker. I told her the thing was 
basically worthless, but I’d be happy to take it off her hands and donate my light-
er fluid and lamp in good faith. She didn’t even think twice. Score!” 

After ten more minutes, Tim made quick work of his scheme. He traded the rice 
cooker for a pile of tapestries, the tapestries for a space heater, the space heater 
for four bed risers and another set of candles, and those for a hot water kettle 
before finally trading up the kettle for a hot plate. 

“It was like taking candy from a baby,” said Tim, who walked away from the ex-
change program looking like Gordon Gekko.         

Student Trades Up From Extension Cord To Hot Plate 
At Fire Safety Exchange Program
by George Lubitz

Friend Relieved to Have Checked Odyssey Article's Ti-
tle Before Sharing it 
by Doug Patrick
 Miranda Benjamins (’20) dodged a bullet this past week when she went to 
share a friend’s most recent Odyssey article on Facebook. Benjamins assumed 
the article, along with other Odyssey publications, was extremely nuanced, 
provided quality information, and was well-written. However, when the friend 
gave her the link, Benjamins noticed the article, “Why I’m Sick of Feminism,” 
may contain rhetoric she does not necessarily agree with.

“I usually just share it and say something like: Check out my gorgeous friend, 
she’s such an amazing writer,” Benjamins said. “I never read them, sometimes I 
didn’t even look at the titles—I was relieved I did this time.”

Since the incident, Benjamins has investigated her newsfeed’s past to dig up 
what other articles she may have accidentally shared. “An Open Letter to Open 
Letters,” “Why Affirmative Action is Unfair to White People,” and “10 Reasons 
Obama Hates America,” are just a few of the titles Miranda found.

“I’m a shocked,” Benjamins said, in disbelief of what she had distributed to the 
world without taking a second look. Then, after a moment of silence, she said, 
“Odyssey should really try to employ some editors, or at least get some form of 
quality control.” 
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              ACROSS 

1   Many a Skidmore student and 
     music department professor 
5   On Trump's speed dial after 
     Melania divorce 
10 Terminate 
11 Comes before 69...and dine 
13 A particle with a charge 
14 School based in Troy, NY 
15 He/she has in Oaxaca 
16 News network known for  
     gimmicky reporting 
17 East in Berlin 
18 2-to-3-year certification 
     in the UK 
19 Greek philosopher 
     whose name sounds like 
     a popular modeling clay 
21 Badgers 
22Ready in Nice 
23 A car with many defects 
26 Disney’s Queen of Arendelle 
28 “Her” is its indirect object 
 29 Clothing chain which utilizes 
     a racetrack layout 
31 Received 
33 “___ the season” 
35 “I will,” in text speak 
36 Cranberry juice is a common 
     prevention 
37 For 40-Down, it’s a negative 
38 Government body responsible 
     for patting-down bodies 
41 With the letter to the left, 
     a novice videogamer  
42 Just before darkness 
44 “Very,” in SMS language 
46 A college student’s favorite    
     meal…on a budget 
48 3 on a grandfather clock 
51 The President's favorite word to 
     end a tweet 
53 Give one a hand in Barcelona, 
     say 
54 Uni notorious for not selling 
    coffee on campus 
55 Visibly buoyant  
56 Goals 

DOWN 

1 Peruses the internet, say 
2 Drafts 
3 “Consider it done” 
4 Famous airship in StarFox 
5 Like a bed & breakfast 
6 Julia Louis-Dreyfus role 
7 Its capital is Managua  
8 Footballer Amadou  
9 Book-mark 
12 MacGuyver’d bombs, say 
15 A meme which facetiously 
    expresses gratitude to the 
    44th president 
20 Records 
21 No in Vanuatu  
24 Expression of indifference 
25 “I, also”  
26 Has a Dutch disease 
27 Pre-law exams 

30 The first half of a recent movie title, 
      with the circled tiles spelling out the 
      second as an anagram. 49-Down and 

50-Down are major plot elements.
32 Hockey sudden death (abbr.)  
34 Dr. Frankenstein’s assistant 
39 Cutesy suffix often added to “brew” or 
     “bro” 
40 Government body responsible for 
     Rovers 
43 Game with the goal of losing all one’s 
     cards 
45 British counter-terrorist grp., with a 
     lisp 
47 Often has “Welcome” stitched on top 
49 Computer often referred to as “Big 
     Blue” 
50 How I spelled “eyes” when I was 5 
52 “Keep it on the __”  
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You’re An Asshole, And That’s Okay 
The Odyssey Online 
By Linnea Harris
The road to self-acceptance is long and difficult – es-
pecially when so many people disapprove of the very things 
that make you YOU.  Yet, one cannot prosper without self-
love, so here are six signs that YOU TOO are an asshole, 
and WHY THAT’S OKAY.  Hopefully, they’ll help you accept 
yourself for who you truly are.

1. You don’t support the Women’s Marches
It’s OKAY to feel uncomfortable that your male suprema-
cy is being threatened by women/individuals that identify
with other genders or identities/other severely oppressed
groups vying for basic human rights.  You want to preserve
our society built on patriarchal values in order to uphold
your own dominance, AND THAT’S OKAY.

2. You’re a dude that identifies as “pro-life”
It’s totally reasonable that you believe you’re entitled to an
opinion about whether or not a women/individual with a
uterus should be allowed to make decisions regarding their 
own body!  Since you’ll never be put in that position, you’re 
obviously able to empathize with them!  You want to weigh
in on this decision that has absolutely nothing to do with
you and that you’ll never fully understand, AND THAT’S
OKAY. 

3. You actively complain about “liberal crybabies” on
Facebook and/or you’ve used the term “liberal snow-
flake” in conversation before
Ah yes – the inconsequential lives of other people being
threatened or destroyed, what an annoying thing to see
on your Facebook feed.  People around you will have basic
human rights taken away from them, but their worries are
nothing but an annoying buzzing in your ear that you want
to stop, AND THAT’S OKAY.

4. At least once, you’ve found yourself saying, “I’m not
a racist, but…”
You want to express your racist views without being called
a racist, AND THAT’S OKAY.

5. At least once, you’ve found yourself saying some-
thing like, “I support gay people people, but…”
You want to express your homophobic and heteronorma-
tive views without being called homophobic, AND THAT’S
OKAY.

6. You share Tomi Lahren videos on Facebook
Because she has some pretty good points, right?  You think
her points are pretty valid and her unpleasantness is really
relatable to you, AND THAT’S OKAY.

Life is all about accepting yourself for who you are – instead 
of feeling ashamed of the values and quirky characteristics 
that make you YOU, show to world your true colors: you’re 
an asshole, AND THAT’S OKAY.

Ex-Boyfriend Says He’s “Over It, So Why 
Are You Writing a Skidmo’ Daily Article 
About it, Emily?" 1
By Emily Lay-Spack

SKIDMORE COLLEGE – After a recent, completely mutual 
break-up (and no, I don’t agree with those who argue the 
phrase “completely mutual break-up” kind of undermines 
its believability) between two Skidmore first-years, the at-
mosphere on campus has felt different. It’s just gloomier. 
Drabber. Dark. Hopeless. Desperate (take me back). These 
were the reasons explained to ex-boyfriend Derek Spencer 
when he claimed he was over it and then asked this report-
er why she was writing a story about it.

Though he may not agree, there’s no denying this feeling is 
palpable around Skidmore. Ask anyone and they’ll tell you; 
just like these real accounts I gathered around campus:

Franky Velveeta (’18) said, “Everything’s been [horrible].”

George Lincoln (’20) said, “I’ve been fine so far,” and 
smiled—clearly trying to shield me from the hurt behind 
his tired eyes.

And my mom (’83) said, “God dammit, [Derek], you’ve gotta 
stop [breaking people’s hearts], everyone’s going to think 
you’re a [fucking dickhead].”  

When those interviewed were told that everything could be 
fixed if the ex-girlfriend just tried to be a little less “clingy,” 
and the ex-boyfriend just understood that she’s “clingy” 
because she loves him and has never known love before 
so sorry she’s “clingy,” and also if he stopped being a dick 
when he’s with his friends sometimes, they all unanimous-
ly agreed they would want the couple to get back together 
as soon as possible (I miss you).

1 See, George? I included the full quote; it’s “fair” or 
whatever now.

Dhall Swiper Kid Says he’s “Done Being 
Known Only as Dhall Swiper Kid” Says 
Dhall Swiper Kid
By Gill Hurtig

When first learning that he would work in the Atrium 
seven hours a week as his form of work study, dhall swip-
er kid, a Freshman, was delighted. In his eyes this was the 
best job that a Freshman could hope for. He had feared he 
would have to work in the dining hall, dishing up vegetable 
Lo Mein and wiping tables until he could find a more suit-
able job the next year. He knew that working at the Atrium 
meant card swiping, which (obviously) meant a lot of face 
exposure toward all the cool people who knew where the 
parties were. With any luck, this would be his path to pop-
ularity at Skidmore College. 
But talking to him in December, he seemed very adamant 
on changing the identity that he had built after his first se-
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Freshman Adam McQuaid has decided to grow a beard. 
When asked why, the McQuaidster said “I don’t know, it 
just felt like the right thing to do. That, and I forgot my ra-
zor back home.” 

McQuaid claims that, but Skidmo’s hard-hitting investiga-
tive reporters have found out the truth by asking old high 
school classmates. Milan Lucic, a freshman at High Point 
University and McQuaid’s old schoolmate, claims that “Mc-
Quaidy has been trying to grow that thing for three years 
straight now. Never got past looking like pube hair in high 
school,” said Lucic.

Unfortunately for McQuaid, even though he deleted all pho-
tos of himself in high school off of Facebook, not everyone 
else followed the lead. Thus pictures remain online as con-

Freshman Growing a Beard
crete proof of McQuaid’s struggle to grow a beard thanks to 
“friends” such as Lucic. “You know, Adam’s a great guy and 
everything. I just wish that his mom told him that his beard 
looked terrible.”

“I did,” said momma McQuaid.

McQuaid plans on being an English major potentially with 
a minor in anything ranging from music (acoustic guitar) 
to psychology. “It’s just that, with this beard I’m growing, 
I feel like I’m really growing my confidence and my con-
sciousness. I think that a beard is the right look for me, and 
I’m sure everyone will agree with me soon,” said McQuaid.

Not soon enough, if our sources are to be believed.

Skidmore freshman, Jane Lewis, exclusively sat down 
with Skidmo’ Daily recently to talk about a particularly 
harrowing winter break experience she felt needed to be 
shared with her fellow peers.  Citing improper warning 
from her “cooler because they are older than her” college 
friends, Jane says she was taken aback by the interaction 
she faced while on break- one she never knew she would 
have to face in her white, suburban neighborhood grocery 
store.  Holding back tears, Jane recalls her leisurely stroll 
down the milk aisle, when she spotted fellow Washington 
High School alum Aiden Thomas.  According to Jane: “Aid-
en and I went to high school together but we weren’t really 
good friends.  We had pre-calc class together and were both 
on the track team, but that was pretty much it.  Sometimes 
he texted me for homework help and tried to keep the con-
versation going, but I generally ignored him because he 
was always a little weird.”  Jane says she decided to say hi 
to him that day in the grocery store out of politeness, and 
also because he had seen her walking in his direction and 
she couldn’t get out of it at that point.  Says Jane, “I did the 
usual routine: a standard greeting mixed with an insincere 
question about how he liked college.  But nothing could 
prepare me for what happened next.”  Aiden proceeded to 
tell Jane about how college “just wasn’t for him” and how 
he dropped out already so he could pursue his rap career.  
Jane says she didn’t know what to say as Aiden is “a quintes-

Local White Boy from Your High School Drops Out of College to Pursue Rap Career
By Hannah Kotler

sential white boy from the suburbs with absolutely no tal-
ent or hardships in life that could motivate him in any way 
or be compelling enough to channel musically.”  However, 
Aiden took Jane’s silence in the moment as a cue to show 
her his SoundCloud account.  Jane recalls: “After telling me 
this astonishing news, he unlocks his phone (which was al-
ready logged on to the SoundCloud app) and starts playing 
his latest work.  It had about the same sound quality as a 
voiceover I did for a Spanish project in the 7th grade and 
the lyrics mentioned something called ‘the struggle’-which 
I’m guessing is a concept Aiden is vastly misinformed on.”  
Nonetheless, Jane was forced to describe it as “dope” to 
Aiden’s face and cringe through the next five songs be-
fore she could leave.  Skidmo’ Daily was granted exclusive 
access to Aiden’s SoundCloud, and we do, in fact, confirm 
that it is not “dope.”  Jane wanted to conclude the interview 
with two messages to the readers.  The first was that she 
would like people to think of her not as a victim, but as an 
inspiration to all those out there forced to listen to the shit-
ty music of their former high school peers’ misguided rap 
careers.  The second message, in her own words: “if Aiden’s 
out there reading, I’d just like to say that if you ever make it 
big in the music business then this interview is totally fake, 
Skidmo’ Daily is a biased news source, and yes I will go out 
with you.”  

mester in college. Swiper kid said, “Yea everybody just calls 
me swiper kid. I really don’t appreciate it cause that’s all 
anyone knows me as. Like I have a name!” 
As a result, swiper kid has begun the difficult quest to 
make friends with Juniors and Seniors who never really 
use dhall. But reportedly he has run into trouble because 
the upperclassmen all go to the bars and early in the year 
he got his fake ID taken away. Swiper kid mentioned “I felt 
confident going into DA’s that my ID wouldn’t get taken, but 
I gave my card to the bouncer and he looked at it and asked 

me my name. I got flustered and since everyone was calling 
me ‘swiper kid’ that’s the name I said! The bouncer took my 
ID and now I don’t have any friends.” 
After interviewing swiper kid I feel pretty bad for him. 
Thankfully he will only have to be swiper kid for another 
few months, and then he can try to get a new job. Let’s just 
all hope for his sake that it’s not as a Teaching Helper On 
Thursdays, which students would undoubtedly just short-
en to THOT. 
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